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DAVOS 2008 REPORT  

 
As part of its Programme on Global Issues and Civil Society, CASIN attended the events 
organised parallel to the World Economic Forum (WEF) in Davos, for the fourth time in 
January 2007. The report will focus on the Public Eye Awards, the Open Forum, and Civil 
Society’s impact, with particular emphasis on the main “NGOs and civil society” topics – 
such as climate change, water shortages, famine and human rights – which were 
discussed this year. Being co-organised by the WEF, the Open Forum has lost much of its 
old subversive tone and has become a round of consensual conferences. The Public Eye 
Awards remains more controversial, offering, for example, a number of awards to 
misbehaving multinational corporations. 
 
This report has been compiled based on CASIN’s participation in the event and an 
analysis of the major attending media. 

THE PUBLIC EYE AWARDS : DAVOS, JANUARY 23, 2008 

Introducing the event 

 
The Public Eye Awards is the Davos counter-event to the WEF and has already become 
an institution. It illuminates, for the general public, the shadowy side of globalisation and 
calls on transnational corporations to display at least a minimum of social and 
environmental commitment. For the fourth time, as part of this event, the two organisers 
– Pro Natura (Friends of the Earth Switzerland) and the Berne Declaration – presented 
awards for the most irresponsible corporations in various industries. For the second time, 
a corporation was honoured for exemplary implementation of social and environmental 
standards. A novelty this year was the “People’s Award”. Based on their opinions, people 
nominate 'misbehaving corporations' online, the winner receiving the 'People's Award. 
 

Awards & Winners: “Global players, Watch out, we are watching you!” 

 
Thirty-four domestic and foreign corporations were 
selected for the Public Eye Awards 2008, based on 
irresponsible behaviour in the social (human rights 
violations, hazardous working conditions) and 
environmental (soil, air, water pollution) domains. In 
contrast, six NGOs from Switzerland, Germany and 
the UK applied for the positive award. From the 
nominees, the Public Eye organisers shortlisted three 
corporations for each category before they nominated 
one “winner”.  

<= Source: CASIN 
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The Public Eye Global Award 

 
The nuclear concern Areva S.A.Areva S.A.Areva S.A.Areva S.A. received the Public Eye Global Award. This French state-
owned company mines uranium in northern Niger. According to the Swiss Energy 
Foundation, who nominated Areva, this occurs under scandalous conditions; mine 
workers are not informed about health risks, and analysis shows radioactive 
contamination of air, water and soil. In his address, Almoustapha Alhacen, President of 
the local organisation Aghirin’man, which represents those affected, spoke of 
“suspicious deaths among the workers, caused by radioactive dust and contaminated 
groundwater”. Moreover, he noted that workers with cancer are deliberately given false 
diagnosis at the company hospital. 
 
The shortlist shortlist shortlist shortlist included Bayer CropScience and Dole Philippines Inc. Bayer CropScienceBayer CropScienceBayer CropScienceBayer CropScience is 
the world’s largest pesticide producer. Behaviour for which it was nominated includes: 
engaging in “greenwashing”; the company develops seeds and herbicides for the 
controversial agrofuel plant Jatropha and using the UN to do its lobby work. Dole Dole Dole Dole 
PhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippinesPhilippines Inc. was nominated by the Ecumenical Institute for Labor Education and 
Research (EILER) in the Philippines for its lack of social and environmental policies. The 
EILER reported that workers, especially women, are exploited and face dangerous 
working conditions on pineapple plantations, in addition, it was suggested that the 
plantations are linked to water pollution. 
 

The Public Eye Swiss Award 

 

GlencoreGlencoreGlencoreGlencore, nominated by the Task Force Switzerland-Colombia, won the Public Eye Swiss 
Award. Task Force Switzerland-Colombia argued that the natural resources group (based 
in the tax-haven canton of Zug) operates with a minimum of transparency. It was 
suggested that, in Columbia, Glencore’s coalmines have caused massive environmental 
pollution and health problems for the population. In addition, the top Swiss corporation is 
reportedly extremely hostile towards unions. The local union for the energy and mining 
sectors, Funtraenergetica, sent its lawyer, Sergio Beccera Moreno, to speak in Davos of 
infringements on the freedom of associations, paramilitary training camps on the mine’s 
property, and permanent social dumping. 
 
The shortlistshortlistshortlistshortlist included Erdöl Vereinigung (Petroleum Association) and Holcim Ltd. Erdöl Erdöl Erdöl Erdöl 
VereinigungVereinigungVereinigungVereinigung was nominated by Greenpeace Switzerland for the use of a misleading 
slogan (“Heizen mit Öl : Für mehr Klimaschutz) in its advertisements and was denounced 
by the advertising industry’s integrity watchdog in a precedent setting verdict against 
“greenwashing”. Holcim LtdHolcim LtdHolcim LtdHolcim Ltd was nominated by Tribal Welfare Society (TWS), India who 
pointed out their practice of systematically exploiting loopholes in Indian law. 
Furthermore, TWS suggested that the company disregards industry wide wage standards 
and customary compensation for land purchases, as well as engaging in illegal cartel 
agreements. 
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The Public Eye Positive Award 

 

Hess NaturHess NaturHess NaturHess Natur received the Public Eye Positive Award for an organic cotton project in 
Burkina Faso, in collaboration with Swiss aid organisation Helvetas, and the Swiss State 
Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO). Nominated by Helvetas Switzerland, Hess Natur 
distributes textiles made mostly from biologically grown cotton (up to 98%) and is 
reportedly consistent in their implementation of fair social standards. Commenting on 
the award, Delphine Zoungrana, responsible for organic farming for the National Union of 
Burkina Faso Cotton Producers, noted that she hopes for “more such initiatives for fair 
wages and non-toxic agriculture, so that one day all people can live in dignity”. 
 
The shortlistshortlistshortlistshortlist included Care Naturkost GmbH & Co and Soglio-Produkte AG. Rettet den 
Regenwald (Save the Rainforest, Germany), nominated Care NaturkostCare NaturkostCare NaturkostCare Naturkost for its 
commitment to the import and export of raw material from controlled organic and 
biological cultivation (such as organic palm oil). Care Naturkost also initiates bio-
certificates for producers. SoglioSoglioSoglioSoglio----ProdukteProdukteProdukteProdukte, nominated by Gebana AG Switzerland, makes 
natural cosmetics with raw materials from the Swiss Alps. The company promotes 
activities that create value throughout the Alpine region and works closely with organic 
farmers. 
 

The Public Eye People’s Award 

 

The Public Eye People’s Award was conferred 
for the first time. Receiving more than half of 
the over 10’000 online votes cast, the “winner” 
of this public ballot was once again ArevaArevaArevaAreva, 
followed by Bayer CropScienceBayer CropScienceBayer CropScienceBayer CropScience and GlencoreGlencoreGlencoreGlencore. 
The decisive results of the new category show 
how closely the Public Eye reflects public 
opinion. 

 
The four awards. Source: CASIN 

 

Audience and Atmosphere 

 
The Public Eye Awards were attended by 200 people and took place on one afternoon. A 
large local presence was noticed, as seems to have been the case since the 2006 
edition. Overall, this is consistent with the fact that event seems to attract more attention 
from a non-professional audience rather than from professional civil-society. Only four 
NGOs were “officially” present: Pro Natura, The Berne Declaration, Amnesty International 
and Attac.  
 
Susan GeorgesSusan GeorgesSusan GeorgesSusan Georges, Attac co-founder and author, delivered the opening speech. She focused 
on the American financial recession and blamed the banks for it. She suggested that 
Adam Smith’s line: “All for ourselves and nothing for other people” had served as a 
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model for the “Davos people”. She also criticized the WEF 2008’s title, “The power of 
collaborative innovation”, finding the title too vague and misleading. According to Susan 
George, the “Davos people” foresaw neither climate change nor any of a series of 
financial crises. She suggested that the connections’ opportunities reinforce the sense of 
legitimacy of the “Davos people” and turn the Forum into a “social party”. Above all, she 
blamed their willingness to concentrate wealth in a few hands, advocating a series of 
policies including higher tax for the rich with redistribution to the vulnerable in society; 
debt cancellation; food sovereignty; free access to public goods such as water, health 
and education; as well as human and environmental rights. 
 
Bastien GirodBastien GirodBastien GirodBastien Girod, a Green Party junior National Assembly member, stressed in his allocution 
the importance of establishing a regulatory framework regarding transparency and fair 
trade. He argued that, the consumer has to take up his or her responsibility – the 
consumer should be a “consumactor” – he or she should be able to trace any product he 
or she buys and 100% of the merchandise should be the result of fair trade. He believes 
that a positive and decent globalisation is possible if politicians and consumers 
collaborate closely. 
 
The initial moderator, Melanie Winiger, was sick and was therefore replaced by the 
Swiss-German comedian Patrick FreyPatrick FreyPatrick FreyPatrick Frey, who introduced each speaker with a touch of 
humour. During his speech, another comedian burst into the scene, dressed as Anne 
Lauvergeon, CEO of Areva, and “collected” the Global Award. Two Swiss rappers, StressStressStressStress 
and Greis Greis Greis Greis also entertained the audience by performing compositions related to the 
defence of the environment.  
 
Olivier ClassenOlivier ClassenOlivier ClassenOlivier Classen, the Berne Declaration’s representative, concluded the ceremony with the 
Public Eye’s slogan: “Global players, Watch out, we are watching you!”. He is firmly 
convinced that civil society has a role to play, both as an external observer as well as in 
penalising corporations who flout global norms of good environmental and social 
practice. 
 

Concluding remarks 

 
Strangely, at a time where climate change and fair trade have become major issues in 
the media, the Public Eye Award seems to stand out. The audience was mainly 
composed of locals and did not attract many young people or NGOs. While the room was 
full, everybody could find a seat and no one was standing outside, waiting to come in. 
Also, while the audience approved of the nominations and dreams of a better world, the 
ceremony itself – still very much necessary – has become an institution and maybe lost 
its earlier flavour of subversion. 
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THE OPEN FORUM  – DAVOS, JANUARY 24–26, 2008 

Introducing the event 

 
For the sixth consecutive year, the World Economic Forum 
and the Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches co-
organised the Open Forum, which took place in Davos from 
January 24 to 26, 2008. The Open Forum offers a possibility 
for an open debate on globalisation and its consequences 
through seven very different sessions: 
 
� The Comeback of Religion – A Potential Danger for 
the Secular State? 

� Private Equity and Hedge Funds – Friend or Foe? 
� USA: What Next after the Elections? 
� What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions? 
� Do We Need Economic Growth to Achieve More 
Sustainability? 

� Climate Change Divide 
� Virtual Worlds – Fiction or Reality?     Source: CASIN 

 

Most session were attended by 250 to 300 individuals who participated on a first-come, 
first-served basis. Again, the audience was mainly composed of locals of all age groups. A 
couple of young Americans came from the American School in Geneva to attend the 
session “USA: What Next after the Elections?”. A few panellists from the WEF also 
attended parts of the Open Forum, including Mohammad Khatami, the President of the 
Foundation for Dialogue Among Civilizations and Former President of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, and Pascal Couchepin, President of the Swiss Confederation. The 
sessions were organised as panels and the speakers represented a good balance of 
government, private sector and civil society representatives. The last thirty minutes of 
each session allowed for questions and answers from the audience. 
 

“The Comeback of Religion – A Potential Danger for the Secular State?” 

 

The opening session of the Open forum was entitled “The C“The C“The C“The Comeback of Religion omeback of Religion omeback of Religion omeback of Religion –––– A  A  A  A 
Potential Danger for the Secular State?”Potential Danger for the Secular State?”Potential Danger for the Secular State?”Potential Danger for the Secular State?” and tackled issues such as the separation of 
church and state, the cohabitation of religious and secularised states, and the guarantee 
of religious plurality. The panel was composed of MohammMohammMohammMohammad Khatamiad Khatamiad Khatamiad Khatami, the President of 
the Foundation for Dialogue Among Civilizations and Former President of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran, Andreas KleyAndreas KleyAndreas KleyAndreas Kley, Professor for Constitutional Law at the University of Zurich 
in Switzerland, Ingrid MattsonIngrid MattsonIngrid MattsonIngrid Mattson, President of the Islamic Society of North America, Ulrich Ulrich Ulrich Ulrich 
SchlüerSchlüerSchlüerSchlüer, Co-organiser of the Minaret Initiative from the Swiss People’s Party and Thomas Thomas Thomas Thomas 
WipfWipfWipfWipf, President of the Council of the Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches. Thanks to 
a good choice of speakers, the debate was enriching and several interesting points were 
raised, shedding a refreshing light on both Islam and Christianity. 
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Khatami spoke from a moderate Islamic position and Wipf, from that of a Christian 
moderate. Schlüer argued as an extreme secularist and Kley represented the academic 
pole in the debate and focused on the importance of research. Kley noted an increase in 
interest in religiosity at Universities. He called for the creation of a Chair to conduct 
research on religious conflict, on integration of multiple religions in cases of migration. 
He stated that there is an urgent need for a scientific point of view regarding Muslim 
leaders, to study their life and their achievements.  
 
Mattson, who spoke next, described how she was raised as a Christian in the USA, 
became agnostic and converted to Islam as a grown-up. She spoke of her surprise at 
discovering a longing for a connection to God and spirituality. Considering her 
background as woman raised with Christian values, her American nationality, and her 
education (she is a researcher on Islam at University level), the audience gave a great 
deal of credit to her testimony. Mattson balanced the debate by speaking for herself and 
for her community: she advocated for a Muslim community living in peace with its 
neighbours, respecting the law and the Constitution. She pointed out that there were 
over 1000 interpretations of charia and that Islam was debated among Muslims 
themselves and that no one should consider Islam as a single religion. To her, the 
historical heritage of a country should always be distinguished from its legal foundation. 
Schlüer completely agreed on that point, arguing strongly in support of a complete 
separation of powers. Khatami stressed a couple of interesting points: firtly that the 
problem comes from extremism – any type of extremism – and not from religion. He 
noted that, not only has extremism created hatred but it has also contributed to a lack of 
spirituality. He stated his belief in theocracy but specified that a religious state should 
never work against freedom, progress or human rights. In this, Khatami distanced 
himself from the current Iranian policy. He also underlined a major difference between 
Christianity and Islam: in the case of the former, he argued, there has always been a 
clear separation of church and state, while in the latter tradition, religion has always 
played a key role in the establishment and running of government, cities and education. 
 
To conclude, all panellists agreed that we are witnessing “a comeback of religion” but all 
did so for different reasons. For Khatami, there is a vacuum, which allows or generates 
such a comeback. Wipf interpreted it as a way to seek answers regarding our future. He 
distinguished faith, which is a private matter, and religion, which deals with societal 
issues. He suggested that young people turn to religion because they are afraid of what 
will happen to the planet. Kley, as mentioned before, noted an increase in interest at 
Universities. Schlüer was also positive about the “comeback”, noting that he sees it in 
the “massive” migration of Muslims to Switzerland, in their desire to build minarets. 
Mattson again spoke from personal experience of her need for religion and the way in 
which this led her to convert to Islam. 
 

“Private Equity and Hedge Funds – Friend or Foe?” 

 
The evening session of the first day raised the question: “Private Equity and Hedge Funds “Private Equity and Hedge Funds “Private Equity and Hedge Funds “Private Equity and Hedge Funds 
–––– Friend or Foe?”.  Friend or Foe?”.  Friend or Foe?”.  Friend or Foe?”. Private equity and hedge funds allow pension funds, foundations and 
wealthy individuals to invest in alternatives to shares and bonds. Theses investments are 
important for economic growth and have enabled the creation of many start-ups. 
Nevertheless, critics argue that private equity funds and hedge funds put short-term 
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returns before the sustained development of companies. Two panellists, Philip YeaPhilip YeaPhilip YeaPhilip Yea, Chief 
Executive of 3i Group Plc in the UK, and Paul FletcherPaul FletcherPaul FletcherPaul Fletcher, Senior Managing Partner of Actis 
Capital LLP, also in the UK, both represented the liberal wing in the debate. On the other 
side, Christian LevratChristian LevratChristian LevratChristian Levrat, Member of Parliament for the Social Democratic Party in 
Switzerland and Hand RuhHand RuhHand RuhHand Ruh, former Professor of Theology and Social Ethics and President 
of Blue Value in Switzerland, defended a conservative approach.  
 
Levrat and Ruh were concerned that private equity would often lead to the dismantling of 
a company with a view to making a quick profit, rather than support for long-term 
development. They suggested that strict regulations are required to protect the economy 
and corporations from the influence of private equity and hedge funds. They worried that 
ILO standards were not maintained after many take-overs and denounced the lack of 
ethics and transparency of such new investment tools.  
 
In response, Yea clearly distinguished between the two investment instruments: private 
equity is a medium-term investment tool which allows investment in companies on a 2-5 
year agenda, whereas hedge funds allow investment in financial instruments to change 
on an hourly basis. During the whole discussion, Yea and Fletcher defended their 
company’s position by arguing that the return on investment over the year was 25%; that 
this created job opportunities and that their business increased the value of pension 
funds etc. However, Yea acknowledged there was an information gap between the 
traders and the public. The lack of academics, researchers and reports on the subject 
constituted the main cause of this information gap. Furthermore, he noted that this 
specific business is relatively new – only 20 years old – and reserved for highly qualified 
professionals because of the stakes and the running risks. 
 

The whole debate remained on a theoretical level because the “conservative wing” 
lacked both practical experience and an economic background. Indeed, the discussion 
would have gained substance with the addition of a panellist from the field, someone 
whose company were taken over, perhaps.  To their defence, Yea and Fletcher were 
demagogues and drilled to defend their companies’ interests. The topic (too specific for a 
large audience) and the panellists (too uneven) were not well chosen and the “hedge 
fund” problematic was under-debated. The low attendance also revealed a lack of 
widespread interest in such a specific topic. 
 

“USA: What Next after the Elections?” & “What are Russia’s geopolitical 
ambitions?” 

 

The Friday sessions, dedicated to the USA and Russia, deserve a comparative analysis. 
Indeed, the question “What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions?” “What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions?” “What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions?” “What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions?” has to be considered in 
the context of the presidential elections scheduled for March 2nd, 2008. Hence, it is 
much more interesting to compare the attitudes of the US and Russia towards the 
election of a new president, how they deal with changes in government, and how they 
defend their party interests.  
 
The morning session, “USA: What Next aft“USA: What Next aft“USA: What Next aft“USA: What Next after the Elections?” er the Elections?” er the Elections?” er the Elections?” was predictably popular and 
attracted a younger audience as well as a certain number of Americans. Three out of five 
speakers dominated the discussion with their knowledge, experience and rhetoric. Kay Kay Kay Kay 
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Bailey HutchinsonBailey HutchinsonBailey HutchinsonBailey Hutchinson, a Republican Senator from Texas is close to the Bush family and took 
part in Georges W. Bush’s campaigns. Howard B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean III1111, Chairman of the Democratic 
National Congress (DNC) and Robert EdgarRobert EdgarRobert EdgarRobert Edgar, former general Secretary of the National 
Council of Churches & CEO and President of “Common Cause”, are both democrats. Olaf Olaf Olaf Olaf 
GersemannGersemannGersemannGersemann, Deputy Business Editor at Welt am Sonntag, Germany, represented the 
European perspective but did not have much to add to the topic. It was practically 
impossible to compete with three politicians with such a depth of experience from the 
field. The Ayatollah Dr. Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr. Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr. Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr. Mahdi Hadavi, President and Founder of the Porch of Wisdom 
Institution in the Islamic Republic of Iran, was initially invited to balance the panels and 
bring a new perspective to the debate but used the discussion only to further his own 
political agenda and his comments were largely irrelevant. For example, he repeatedly 
argued that the US violates human rights and that the Middle East did not need outside 
interference in order to solve its problems. 
 
Under the leadership of President Putin, Russia has established a new assertiveness, 
using its economic position and energy resources to reinforce its influence and power. 
The question “What are the geopolitical ambitions of Russia?What are the geopolitical ambitions of Russia?What are the geopolitical ambitions of Russia?What are the geopolitical ambitions of Russia?” has become central. 
Indeed, the international community wonders if the upcoming presidential elections in 
Russia and in the US will play out in this context, as well as what the possible scenarios 
might be in these two countries? 
 
The speaker Alexei PushkovAlexei PushkovAlexei PushkovAlexei Pushkov, Author, Anchor and Executive Producer of the Postscript TV 
Show at the TV-Centre (TVC) in Russia, was a virulent defender of Putin and Russia’s 
foreign and domestic policy. An excellent orator, he was both sincere –bluntly admitting 
that Russia was not a democracy – and a demagogue – arguing that Russia’s territorial 
integrity was threatened by the international community. Professor Horst M. TelschikHorst M. TelschikHorst M. TelschikHorst M. Telschik, 
Chairman of the Munich Conference on Security Policy in Germany, also supported 
Russia’s policy although he took a more moderate position to that of Alexei Pushkov. As 
for Charles GrantCharles GrantCharles GrantCharles Grant, Director of the Centre for European Reform in UK, he represented the 
European point of view in the debate and tried to act as a counterweight to Pushkov’s 
speech.  

Speakers during the session on Russia’s geopolitical ambitions. Source: CASIN. 

                                                           
1 Howard B. Dean is currently involved in the Democrats’ campaign.  
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The question “What next after the elections” received very different answers, depending The question “What next after the elections” received very different answers, depending The question “What next after the elections” received very different answers, depending The question “What next after the elections” received very different answers, depending 
on the American or the Russian perspective.on the American or the Russian perspective.on the American or the Russian perspective.on the American or the Russian perspective.    
 
Pushkov argued that nothing will change after the Russian presidential elections 
because the next president, Dimitri Medvedev (currently first Deputy Prime Minister) is 
Putin’s pupil and even Putin’s puppet. He suggested that Putin would keep his influence 
on foreign policy since his “pupil” does not have much experience in the field. Pushkov 
noted that, when Putin became president in 1999, he decided to reorganise the country, 
to centralise the administration and to strengthen the state. He argued that Putin would 
like Russia to both become a full member of the European community as well as to play 
a role on the international stage. In addition, he suggested that, in the context of ongoing 
war in Chetchnya, the rise of a powerful Chinese neighbour, as well as an American 
presence in Eastern Europe, Russia will act to reinforce its territorial unity.  
 
Paradoxally, Pushkov presented Russia as both a victim and as a strong power. On one 
hand, he argued that the West humiliated Russia after the fall of communism and 
subsequent economic constraints. He recounted that, after having rebuilt the country, 
Putin decided to re-take control of energy resources and give priority to Russian 
corporations. For instance, contracts held by BP & Shell were reconsidered because the 
terms were disadvantageous to Russia. He asserted that control of energy resources, 
and of gas in particular places Russia in a position of power relative to Europe. To 
conclude, Pushkov affirmed his belief that the upcoming elections would bring no change 
in Russian policy, because there would be no real change in government. 
 
On the contrary, Republicans and Democrats both promised political change after the 
American elections on November 4th. It was affirmed that both parties reject the legacy of 
the Bush administration and want to restore international relations by building new 
partnerships. While the Republicans in the debate were vague about the changes their 
administration – likely to be led by Senator John McCain – would bring, the Democrats in 
the room made clearer propositions. They asserted that they would move to close 
Guantanmo and all secret prisons; improve health care and the educational system; as 
well as fight poverty and climate change. Edgar painted the US as a “humble” 
superpower, which will work to create new partnerships and restore its moral authority. 
Nevertheless, Ayatollah Dr. Mahdi Hadavi maintained his position that US foreign policy 
will not change, no matter which party wins the November elections.  
 
As for Gersemann, he contended that the new president will adopt a more protective 
attitude towards trade, foreseeing consequences for Europe’s economy. Dean disagreed, 
asserting that Democrats will not bring in protectionist measures regarding trade with 
Europe, eventually with developing countries. To conclude, he claimed that, while Russia 
pursues protectionist policies, America seeks openness, partnerships and international 
recognition. However, American’s speech has to be considered in the context of the 
elections, where candidates often make a lot of promises they might not be able to keep. 
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“Do We Need Economic Growth to Achieve More Sustainability?” 

 
The following discussion was under-debated though the speakers came from all 
continents and had different backgrounds. Australia (Sharan Burrow), Latin America 
(Ricardo Hausmann), India (John Itty), Africa (Okereke-Onyiuke) and Europe (Pascal 
Couchepin) were represented in the panel: only East Asia and North America were 
missing. The moderator, Dirk Schutz, Editor-in-chief of Bilanz, was abrupt and never 
managed to initiate a dialogue between the panellists. No one actually tackled the issue 
of economic growth leading to increased levels of ecological and social sustainability. All 
speakers expressed “great faith” in technology to solve environmental issues but no one 
came up with any concrete propositions, nor did they even consider the possible damage 
economic growth could generate.  As Sharan Burrow, President of the International Trade 
Union Confederation in Brussels, summarised, we all want “green jobs” but we reject the 
idea that climate change will imperil our economic future.  
 
The whole discussion focused on the sole question “Do we need economic growth to 
achieve sustainability and improve social welfare?”. John IttyJohn IttyJohn IttyJohn Itty, Professor at the School of 
People’s Economics in India was quite virulent on the topic. He explained that the 
number of poor, of children in the workforce, of suicides, and of malnourished children 
had considerably risen in India as a result of economic growth. He argued that a clear 
conflict exists between the “economic market” and the “real local economy”: for him, the 
current system does not take traditional values such as family, respect or trust into 
account and therefore does not correspond to the needs of the people. The only proposal 
made by Ricardo HausmannRicardo HausmannRicardo HausmannRicardo Hausmann, Director of the Centre for International Development and 
Professor of the Practice of Economic Development at the JFK School of Government at 
Harvard University, was for India to expand small and medium-sized cities to absorb 
farmers and provide them with a decent living in clean and organised towns.  
 
OkerekeOkerekeOkerekeOkereke----OnyiukeOnyiukeOnyiukeOnyiuke, Director-General of the Nigerian Stock Exchange, spoke of the cultural 
gap in her country between Christians and Muslims. She reported that the North of 
Nigeria is economically sustainable, in contrast to the South where the majority of 
Muslims live. It was noted that each Muslim family raises about sixteen children, 
resulting in a population explosion with which economic growth cannot keep pace. 
Because of high rates of corruption in African countries, she argued that economic 
intervention by the government is no solution.  
 
Pascal CouchepinPascal CouchepinPascal CouchepinPascal Couchepin, President of the Swiss Confederation, expressed his trust in 
regulations and policies – but not subsidies – to develop local economies. Ricardo 
Hausmann, speaking last, suggested that governments must provide both transport and 
security in order to expand the market without interfering with it.  
 
Overall, this was a poor discussion, although the panellists had interesting experiences 
to share. This might have been due to the dry subject as well as to a lack of engagement 
on the part of the panellists.  
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“Climate Change Divide” 

 

The challenge of climate change is to find an approach acceptable across diverse 
countries and regions. One of the mains questions is “How can the divide between 
developed and emerging countries be bridged, and how can the latter be better 
integrated into protecting the global climate?”. Of course, the panellists also tackled 
issues such as the efficiency of current climate protection policies and the development 
of alternative energy sources (such as biofuels).  
 
At the beginning, the panellists skimmed over these subjects because the moderator, 
Sonja HaslerSonja HaslerSonja HaslerSonja Hasler, chose to focus the discussion on the question of responsibility. C.S. KiangC.S. KiangC.S. KiangC.S. Kiang, 
Chairman at the Peking University Environment Fund in China, soon took the lead, 
however, and clearly enunciated the relevant question. For him, we need to create a new 
mindset, since it is the first time mankind has had to fight together. He argued that we 
must seek mutual understanding and cooperation, rather than division. He asserted that 
we should think “out of the box” and look for solutions, that we should look in terms of 
benefits and not of costs anymore, that we should work on new proposals. . . .     
    
Luiz Luiz Luiz Luiz Fernando FurlanFernando FurlanFernando FurlanFernando Furlan, Chairman of the Board of GALF Empreendimentos in Brazil, 
completely agreed with Kiang. He suggested that people’s commitment is strong and 
that a lack of information is to blame. He posited that any available possibilities should 
be advertised, in order to allow each individual to move ahead, arguing that change will 
come from below. He used multiple examples from Brazil, calling it a leader in the field, 
especially in using ethanol and educating the next generation.  
 
Ichiro KamoshitaIchiro KamoshitaIchiro KamoshitaIchiro Kamoshita, Minister of the Environment and in Charge of Global Environmental 
Problems in Japan, insisted on the need to share the latest technologies with emerging 
countries and to support such countries with funds. As an example, Achim SteinerAchim SteinerAchim SteinerAchim Steiner, 
Executive Director on the United Nations Environment Programme (UNDP) in Kenya, 
called on industrial countries to support Africa with subsidies and investment in 
renewable energies, thus allowing it to jump one technology generation and not develop 
nuclear energy. Moreover, he advocated for international environmental regulations and 
for transparency, suggesting that the consumer has the right to know at a gas station 
whether a particular biofuel was produced sustainably.  
 
Christian MummenthalerChristian MummenthalerChristian MummenthalerChristian Mummenthaler, Swiss Re’s Chief Risk Officer in Switzerland, concluded that 
Europe should stop its policy of agricultural subsidies because a more rational 
economical and trade policy would have positive effects on climate change. He pointed 
out the complexity of the issue because of its interrelation with food security, the price of 
food, water shortages, health, migration, immigration and political stability. He urged 
corporations to collaborate with NGOS, which have more experience on the field.  
 
In closing, all speakers agreed that collaboration, education and immediate political 
action were the only way to deal with this delicate issue. 
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“Virtual Worlds – Fiction or Reality?” 

 

Tools such as Second Life and Facebook are new ways of taking life to the virtual sphere, 
for example by allowing people to attend conferences or seminars or to live out social 
desires anonymously, without restraints, risks or sanctions. More and more people are 
turning to virtual reality to establish who they are, what they know, who they interact with 
and how. In this context, the boarder between the virtual world and reality becomes ever 
thinner and is likely to influence our moral framework.  
 
Philip RosedalePhilip RosedalePhilip RosedalePhilip Rosedale, CEO of Linden labs/Second Life and Reid HoffmanReid HoffmanReid HoffmanReid Hoffman, Chairman and 
President of Linkedln Corporation in the US, defended the positive aspects of virtual 
worlds. They believe “social software” helps people to establish their identity, to interact, 
to communicate and to socialise with one another. Hoffman compared these new media 
to the painters’ pallet, which allows for finer expression.  
 
Rosedale drew the attention of the public to the fact that virtual worlds were not games. 
They are part of reality, they extend reality, they add value to reality but they are not a 
game and they do not replace reality. Florence Develey Florence Develey Florence Develey Florence Develey, Pastor in Switzerland, even 
added that Second Life was a form of reality. To her, what one experiences on Second 
Life is as real as what one can live in one’s real life but that one should not try to connect 
these two realties. She asserted that virtual worlds are a new capacity and can be used 
as an additional tool to respond to different situations.  
 
Rafael CapurroRafael CapurroRafael CapurroRafael Capurro, Professor in Information management and information ethics in Stuttgart 
Media University, expressed more mixed feelings. First of all, he argued that, while these 
new media reduce distance, they also neutralise nearness and do not bring us closer. For 
him, the dangerous temptation is to create an artificial paradise – what mankind has 
always done – but to forget about reality. For instance, in Second Life, climate change 
simply does not exist and it could be dangerous to push this issue from our minds. The 
distinction between virtual worlds and reality is a full component of our technical world 
today. Joseph WeizenbaumJoseph WeizenbaumJoseph WeizenbaumJoseph Weizenbaum, Professor of Computer Science at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, made an extremely negative speech on these new media. He 
reported that, as a Professor, he had noticed a decline in our ability to use language 
effectively, leading him to reject the “abusive” use of the word “communication” that is 
made to qualify virtual worlds. To him, “exchanging texts and others” on the web does 
not deserve to be called communication because the first purpose of communication is 
to learn language and to express oneself. His main concerns are the loss of linguistic 
ability and the loss of sense of responsibility. Indeed, sanctions and regulations do not 
exist on Second Life and he expressed a fear that the next generation will not 
understand the meaning of either morality or responsibility. To that argument, Rosedale Rosedale Rosedale Rosedale 
replied that there may be no sanctions in Second Life, but you cannot hurt anybody 
either. However, he agreed that the software did not solve conflicts, since users even 
fight in it. Nevertheless, he argued that it has turned from a game into a business and 
meetings platform, a change that demonstrates the potential of such a system.     
 
To conclude, the level of the discussion was pretty high at the beginning but tended to go 
round in circles at the end. The debate remained on the “fiction-reality” level and the 
generational issue as well as the technological one was missed. The question of 
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“morality” was highly debated by Weizenbaum and Capurro, the other panellists not 
really getting the point. However, this session was one of the most instructive and 
interesting to follow.  
 

Concluding remarks 

 

Topics for the seven sessions were carefully chosen in relation to their pertinence in our 
world today. Indeed, political, religious, economic and environmental themes represent 
highly debated topics, due to their importance in our everyday lives. Climate change and 
environmental issues, for example, were raised in almost every single panel. Surprisingly, 
these seven conferences were not linked by a common theme or slogan as previously2. 
The best sessions were the ones held on religion and on fictional worlds, due to their 
pertinence, as well as to excellent speakers who were able to engage in real debate and 
not merely express an opinion. The weakest sessions were those that tackled economic 
issues, in part because the topic is dryer and less accessible to a large audience but also 
because panellists were not well chosen, misbalanced or just disengaged. Also, while 
governments, business leaders and academics were well represented in the panels, 
there was a clear lack of civil society actors and of women. 

                                                           
2 2006’s theme at the Open Forum was “Respecting, Crossing and Shifting Boundaries” and 2005’s “When is 
economy ethical?”. 
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PROTESTS, WORLD SOCIAL FORUM & CIVIL SOCIETY 

 
Several anti- WEF protests took place in Switzerland, in the cities of Bern, Saint-Gallen, 
Zurich and Basel. Some of these protests were organised jointly with the alternative 
forum “The Other Davos” and the World Social Forum (WSF). 
 

Protests 

 

The first protest was held in BernBernBernBern, the capital of Switzerland, on January 19, 2008. The 
organisers, the “Alliance for a Global Opposition”, had originally been allowed to 
demonstrate by city officials, but the authorities reversed their decision for fear of 
violence. Thus, the police detained about 200 protesters who took part in the “illegal” 
demonstration. A number of protesters throwing bottles met with police using tear gas 
and water cannons. Observers said that the police also used rubber bullets. Meanwhile, 
about 150 people demonstrated peacefully against the World Economic Forum in the 
north-eastern city of St.St.St.St.----GallenGallenGallenGallen.  
 
Attac Switzerland organized the 8th edition of the forum, The Other DavosThe Other DavosThe Other DavosThe Other Davos, held at the 
Volkhaus in Zurich on January 25, as part of the WSF Global Action Day. A satirical cruise, 
entitled “Aboard the MS Neoliberalism: Pleasure Cruise or Piracy” tackled various issues 
such as financial markets, taxation, justice, food and agricultural policy, and resistance 
in Latin America. Demonstrations took place in ZurichZurichZurichZurich on that day and in BernBernBernBern and BaselBaselBaselBasel 
on January 26, as a result of the WSF Global Day of Action. 
 

 
Protests in Bern. Source: http://www.indymedia.org.uk/en/2008/01/389914.html 
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The World Social Forum: “Act Locally, Think Globally” 

 

Since 2001, the WSF has taken place parallel – and in opposition – to the WEF in Davos. 
The WSF has become one of the most important places for discussion and debate for the 
movement for a different kind of globalisation. This year marks the debut of the 
“decentralized WSF”, code for the absence of a single big counter-meeting to Davos in 
favour of many smaller ones. The Global Day of Action, called by the World Social Forum 
on January 26, 2008, was carried out in every continent, with as many as 900 
simultaneous actions by an alliance of movements against neo-liberal globalisation, war, 
patriarchy, racism, colonialism, and environmental disasters. Following a central theme 
of “act locally, think globally,” the WSF global network gave visibility to struggles around 
the world and an ever-growing web of people who believe in making another world 
possible.  
 
From New Orleans to Kenya, from Pakistan to Colombia, from Greenland to Australia, 
people all over the world participated in the Global Day of Action as a representation of 
their daily successes in building alternatives to a corporate-centric world. The 
effectiveness of the day of action will be judged from two perspectives: the mobilisation 
and local identities as well as the political impact on civil societies, governments, 
corporations and media. The WSF seems to steam out and whether it will rise again from 
its ashes in 2009 in Porto Algere remains an open question. 
 

Civil Society 

 

Astonishingly, only a few NGOs attend the WEF, the Public Eye Awards or the Open 
Forum. NGOs such as Amnesty International, Transparency International, WWF, and 
Greenpeace International, among others, officially represented civil society at the WEF. 
Apart from the organisers, such as the Bern Declaration, Pro Natura (Friends of the Earth 
Switzerland), and the Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches (Skeps), most NGOs 
decided to boycott the forum. Indeed, since demonstrations are forbidden in Davos, and 
since the Open Forum is jointly organised with the WEF, NGOs have had to find a new 
platform for resistance and communication. Since 2001, the WSF was the international 
counter-WEF event but is not currently able to play this role. Moreover, in the absence of 
a strong counter-event or demonstrations, the media have tended to transmit 
information on the WEF rather than relaying critical voices. Having said that, the Public 
Eye Awards and the WSF received decent media coverage, unlike the Open Forum. Apart 
from the session “The Comeback of Religion – A Potential Danger for the Secular State?” 
boosted by the presence of the imminent Mohammed Khatami, hardly any sessions of 
the Open Forum were reported in the media. 
 

Concluding remarks: Is the WEF shifting to “creative capitalism”? 

 

One should not interpret the weak echo of all movements and conferences as a sign of 
diminishing interest in societal and environmental issues – both highly and regularly 
debated in all new newspapers – but rather as a lack of interest in the form of 
demonstration itself. Indeed, protests do not raise the enthusiasm of as many people as 
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they used to and the act of demonstration itself – in this specific context of the World 
Economic Forum – has almost become null and void. However, the protests have 
diminished also because the WEF has started to integrate in its agenda topics dear to 
NGOs, such as water shortages, climate change, human rights violations, and food and 
agriculture security alongside themes such as terrorism, security in the Middle East and 
financial markets. From the WSF slogan “Act Together for Another World” to the WEF’s 
“Power of Collaborative Innovation” is only one small step.  An interesting shift occurred 
here with the “highjack” of the NGOs agenda by the “Davos people”. Indeed, the anti-
poverty campaigner and rock star Bono told of his disappointment at the lack of 
commitment to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of driving down poverty in 
Africa. British Prime Minister Gordon Brown also called on the world to refocus on the 
MDGs and argued that a World Bank for Development should be founded. Such an 
institution would lend financial resources to developing countries in order to allow them 
to invest in renewable energies. Additionally, UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon and 
2007 Peace Nobel Price Rajendra K. Pachauri stressed that climate change and water 
shortages posed a risk to economic growth, human rights, health, safety and national 
security. Even the issues of human rights violations, torture and arbitrary detention have 
been tackled by business leaders under the lead of Karen Tse, founder and CEO of 
International Bridges to Justice (IBJ). On top of that, a major intervention was made by 
Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates who announced a new direction as he pledged $306 
million in grants to develop farming in poor countries, leading the charge for corporate 
responsibility at a major meeting of business chiefs.  Gates said “If we are serious about 
ending hunger and poverty around the world, we must be serious about transforming 
agriculture for small farmers, most of whom are women. The challenge here is to design 
a system including profit and recognition to do more for the poor.” As part of this 
intervention he called for a new form of “creative capitalism”. Such interventions and 
acts show a clear incursion of civil society in the WEF. Moreover, the “selected” and 
“secret” forum has never been so accessible, since some sessions (including the Open 
Forum) are available on www.youtube.com. No one would be so foolish to believe that 
the WEF had become a fully transparent and democratic conference but, step-by-step, it 
seems to open its door. Whether the politicians and the corporations will keep their 
promises is still to be seen but the integration of social and environmental themes in the 
agenda of business leaders may be evidence of a real victory for NGOs after ten years of 
fighting. 
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 ANNEX 1 : OPEN FORUM 2008 PROGRAMME  

OPEN FORUM 2008 PROGRAMME 

During the Annual Meeting of the World Economic Forum, the Federation of Swiss 
Protestant Churches and the Forum will co-organize discussions for the general public. 
These events will be held in conjunction with the Forum’s Annual Meeting 2008. The 
Open Forum was first organized in 2003. It offers a possibility for an open debate on 
globalisation and its consequences. In past years, the following overall topics were 
discussed: 
 
� Globalisation or Deglobalisation for the benefit of the poorest? 
� When is the economy ethical? 
� Respecting, crossing and shifting boundaries 
 

In 2008, the sessions of the Open Forum will once again help participants to share their 
opinion on world major problems, by addressing the following topics:  
 
Thursday January 24Thursday January 24Thursday January 24Thursday January 24 
1.    12:45-14:15 - The Comeback of Religion – A Potential Danger for the Secular State? 
2.    18:00-19:30 - Private equity and Hedge Funds – Friend or Foe?  
 
Friday January 25Friday January 25Friday January 25Friday January 25 
3.    12:45-14:15 - USA – What next after the elections?  
4.    18:00-19:30 – What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions?  
 
Saturday January 26Saturday January 26Saturday January 26Saturday January 26 
5.    12:45-14:15 - Do we need Economic Growth to get more Sustainability?  
6.    15:30-17:00 - Climate Change Divide  
7.    18:00-19:30 - Virtual worlds – Fiction or Reality?  
 
As in past years, the sessions will take place in the main hall of the Swiss Alpine Middle 
School on Guggerbachstrasse 3, in Davos. The debates will be in German and English 
with simultaneous translation into both languages. . . . The Open Forum sessions are open to 
the public, no registration is required and people can get in on a first come first serve 
basis. 
    
Websites:Websites:Websites:Websites: www.weforum.comwww.weforum.comwww.weforum.comwww.weforum.com & www.forumblog.org/openforum & www.forumblog.org/openforum & www.forumblog.org/openforum & www.forumblog.org/openforum    
 
All videos are available on www.youtube.comAll videos are available on www.youtube.comAll videos are available on www.youtube.comAll videos are available on www.youtube.com 

1. The Comeback of Religion – A Potential Danger for the Secular State? 

 
Thursday January 24 2008 12.45 - 14.15 
 
Secularisation was a decisive step towards peaceful cohabitation of different religions in 
Europe. However, not every religion considers the separation of state and religion as a 
natural course of action. For example, Islam is a unity between sacred and profane 
spaces of society. Thus, Islamic states claim that the state represents Islamic 
communities and that state law is rooted in religious law.  
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1) How can states in Europe guarantee religious plurality and religious freedom while 
simultaneously maintaining their own forms of life and culture embedded in Christian 
values and traditions? 
2) How does the Islam see the relationship between state and religion? Are there any 
repercussions on the cohabitation of different religions in secularised states? 
3) Does Islam face a similar question to the one Christians have intensely struggled with 
since the time of Enlightenment – namely, recognition of a separation of state and 
religion? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Mohammad KhatamiMohammad KhatamiMohammad KhatamiMohammad Khatami, President, Foundation for Dialogue Among Civilizations; 
President of the Islamic Republic of Iran (1997-2005)  

� Ingrid MattsonIngrid MattsonIngrid MattsonIngrid Mattson, President, Islamic Society of North America, USA  
� Ulrich SchlüerUlrich SchlüerUlrich SchlüerUlrich Schlüer, Co-organiser of the Minaret Initiative, Swiss People‘s Party, 
Switzerland  

� Thomas WipfThomas WipfThomas WipfThomas Wipf, President of the Council, Federation of Swiss Protestant Churches, 
Switzerland 

 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Marco MeierMarco MeierMarco MeierMarco Meier, Swiss Television 

2. Private Equity and Hedge Funds – Friend or Foe? 

 
Thursday January  24 2008 18.00 - 19.30 
 
Private equity funds and hedge funds allow pension funds, foundations and wealthy 
individuals to invest in alternatives to shares and bonds. These investments are 
important for economic growth and have enabled the creation of many start-ups. 
Nonetheless critics argue that private equity funds and hedge funds put short-term 
returns before the sustained development of companies.  
1) Which funds are buying major companies? 
2) What does private equity achieve in a company – strengthening and supporting long-
term development or dismantling in view of quick profit? 
3) Are regulations needed to protect the economy from the influence of private equity 
funds or hedge funds? Does their negative image make them more of a risk for our 
system? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers    
� Christian LevratChristian LevratChristian LevratChristian Levrat, Member of Parliament, Social Democratic Party, Switzerland  
� Hans RuhHans RuhHans RuhHans Ruh, em. Professor for Theology and Social Ethics; President Blue Value, 
Switzerland  

� Philip YeaPhilip YeaPhilip YeaPhilip Yea, Chief Executive, 3i Group Plc, United Kingdom  
� Paul FletcherPaul FletcherPaul FletcherPaul Fletcher, Senior Managing Partner Actis Capital LLP, United Kingdom 

    
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Dirk SchützDirk SchützDirk SchützDirk Schütz, Bilanz  

 

3. USA - What Next after the Elections? 

 
Friday January 25 2008 12.45 - 14.15 
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2008 is an important presidential election year in the US. In this context, a number of 
questions arise as to the role and influence of the US in the world, militarily, economically 
and culturally. The current policies may change, but the question is how this will happen 
and how external actors will influence the process.” 
1) How will the situation in Iraq influence US elections? 
2) What will be US foreign and economic policy and what role will the US play after the 
elections? How will it impact other regions and countries, including Russia? 
3) Besides the debates on US foreign policy, what are areas of interest in economic and 
social policies? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Howard B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean IIIHoward B. Dean III, Chairman, Democratic National Committee (DNC), USA  
� Robert EdgarRobert EdgarRobert EdgarRobert Edgar, former General Secretary, National Council of Churches; CEO and 
President of Common Cause, USA  

� Olaf GersemannOlaf GersemannOlaf GersemannOlaf Gersemann, Deputy Business Editor, Welt am Sonntag, Germany  
� Ayatollah Dr Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr Mahdi HadaviAyatollah Dr Mahdi Hadavi, President and Founder, Porch of Wisdom, Institution, 
Islamic Republic of Iran  

� Robert Portman,Robert Portman,Robert Portman,Robert Portman, Of Counsel, Squire Sanders & Dempsey, USA 
 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Caspar SelgCaspar SelgCaspar SelgCaspar Selg, Radio DRS 

 

4. What are Russia’s geopolitical ambitions? 

    
Friday January 25 2008 18.00 Friday January 25 2008 18.00 Friday January 25 2008 18.00 Friday January 25 2008 18.00 ---- 19.30 19.30 19.30 19.30    
 
Under the leadership of President Putin, Russia has established a new assertiveness, 
opposing the integration of former USSR states into NATO and the US anti-missile 
defence system. Russia, using gas and oil, has exerted pressure on its relationship with 
Europe and other countries. The political and social tensions can influence the way 
Russia goes forward and its relations with other countries and regions. 
1) What are the geopolitical ambitions of Russia? 
2) How can upcoming presidential elections in Russia and the US play out in this context? 
And, what are possible future scenarios in these two countries or in other regions?  
3) How will Russia continue to use its economic position and energy resources to 
reinforce its influence and power? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Horst M. TeltschikHorst M. TeltschikHorst M. TeltschikHorst M. Teltschik, Professor, Chairman of the Munich Conference on Security 
Policy, Germany  

� Alexei PushkovAlexei PushkovAlexei PushkovAlexei Pushkov, Author, Anchor and Executive Producer, Postscript TV Show TV-
Center (TVC), 
Russian Federation  

� Charles GrantCharles GrantCharles GrantCharles Grant, Director Centre for European Reform, United Kingdom 
 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Urs LeuthardUrs LeuthardUrs LeuthardUrs Leuthard, TV Host, Swiss Television SF DRS 
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5. Do We Need Economic Growth to Achieve More Sustainability? 

 
Saturday January 26 2008 12.45 - 14.15    
 
There are opposing views on whether economic growth can lead to increased levels of 
ecological and social sustainability. Its promoters argue that economic growth is needed 
to apply new technologies and sophisticated products which, in turn, lead to a more 
economic use of natural resources, more environmental protection and social progress. 
Yet, opponents claim that economic growth is based on global production and 
consumption patterns that are destroying our natural livelihoods and increasing social 
inequalities.  
1) Do we need economic growth to solve existing social and ecological problems? Or, 
does economic growth create more costs than what it actually yields? 
2) Can we expect a new economic boom triggered by innovations in environmentally-
friendly technologies? 
3) Which strategies of sustainability are the high-growth countries of Brazil, Russia, India 
or China following? How do these countries handle the conflict between economic growth 
and sustainability? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Sharan BurrowSharan BurrowSharan BurrowSharan Burrow, President, International Trade Union Confederation, Brussels  
� Ricardo HRicardo HRicardo HRicardo Hausmannausmannausmannausmann, Director, Center for International Development, and Professor 
of the Practice of Economic Development, John F. Kennedy School of Government, 
Harvard University, USA  

� John IttyJohn IttyJohn IttyJohn Itty, Professor, School of People’s Economics, India  
� Pascal CouchepinPascal CouchepinPascal CouchepinPascal Couchepin, President of the Swiss Confederation, Federal Department of 
Home Affairs, Switzerland  

� Ndi OkerekeNdi OkerekeNdi OkerekeNdi Okereke----OnyiukeOnyiukeOnyiukeOnyiuke, Director-General and Chief Executive Officer, The Nigerian 
Stock Exchange, Nigeria 

 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Dirk SchützDirk SchützDirk SchützDirk Schütz, Editor-in-Chief, Bilanz, Switzerland 

 

6. Climate Change Divide 

 
Saturday January 26 2008 15.30 - 17.00 
 
The challenge of climate change is to find a coherent approach throughout countries and 
regions. There is a divide between the developed world which looks at the creation of 
long-term sustainable and balanced evolution, and the emerging countries which are 
under high pressure to deliver economic growth to allow them to tackle their social 
challenges. 
1) How can the divide between developed and emerging countries be bridged, and how 
can the latter be better integrated into protecting global climate? 
2) How efficient are the current climate protection policies of developed countries? 
Should states become carbon neutral and if so, how? 
3) With regard to the development of alternative sources of energy such as biofuels, what 
are the implications on climate change? 
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SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Christian MumenthalerChristian MumenthalerChristian MumenthalerChristian Mumenthaler, Chief Risk Officer Swiss Re, Zürich  
� Luiz Fernando FurlanLuiz Fernando FurlanLuiz Fernando FurlanLuiz Fernando Furlan, Chairman of the Board, GALF Empreendimentos, Brazil  
� C.S. KiangC.S. KiangC.S. KiangC.S. Kiang, Chairman, Peking University Environment Fund, Republic of China  
� Achim SteinerAchim SteinerAchim SteinerAchim Steiner, Executive Director, The United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP), Nairobi  

� Ichiro KamoshitaIchiro KamoshitaIchiro KamoshitaIchiro Kamoshita, Minister of the Environment, Minister in Charge of Global 
Environmental Problems, Japan 

 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Sonja HaslerSonja HaslerSonja HaslerSonja Hasler, Swiss Television 

 

7. Virtual Worlds - Fiction or Reality ? 

 
Saturday January 26 2008 18.00 - 19.30 
    
Tools such as Second Life and Facebook are new ways of extending life to the virtual 
space, for example, allowing us to attend Wimbledon while standing next to one of the 
players or living out our social desires anonymously without restraints nor risk of 
sanctions. More and more people are turning to virtual reality to establish who they are, 
what they know, who they interact with and how. This will influence how society is 
structured in the future and how real or fictive this virtuality will be. 
1) In the context of the virtual worlds we are creating, what is the difference between 
fiction and reality?  
2) With the ease of access to these virtual worlds, how do different generations react?  
3) How does this world of immediate access, limitless social skills and unrestrained 
behaviour influence our moral framework? 
4) Should we focus on the technological or human side of progress? 
 
SpeakersSpeakersSpeakersSpeakers 
� Rafael CapurroRafael CapurroRafael CapurroRafael Capurro, Professor, Information management and information ethics, 
Stuttgart Media University, Germany  

� Florence DeveleyFlorence DeveleyFlorence DeveleyFlorence Develey, Pastor, Switzerland  
� Joseph WeizenbaumJoseph WeizenbaumJoseph WeizenbaumJoseph Weizenbaum, former Professor of Computer Science, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology,  USA  

� Reid HoffmanReid HoffmanReid HoffmanReid Hoffman, Chairman and President of Linkedln Corporation, USA  
� Philip RosedalePhilip RosedalePhilip RosedalePhilip Rosedale, CEO of Linden Labs/Second life   

 
ModerationModerationModerationModeration 
� Loic Le MeurLoic Le MeurLoic Le MeurLoic Le Meur, Seesmic, USA 
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ANNEX 2 : PUBLIC EYE AWARDS 2008 NOMINATIONS  
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